Exhibition Program 2019
Gallery
Dates

Gallery arc exhibitions

SParc exhibitions

January
th

Feb 9
to
Feb 23rd

Mar 2nd
to
Mar 30th

Vacant

‘Summer Daze’
The year kicked off with
this short two week only
show exhibiting colour
and fun.
Women’s Exhibition

‘Un cri-de-coer’
Wendy Flack

‘ Whle’
An open entry exhibition
playing with whole
concepts.
Artists looked at matters
of faith, relationships,
holes and their variables.

Drawings and
prints drawn
together by soft
spaces, objects and
textures disrupting
a close, personal
examination of
emotional
wellness.
Wendy Flack
Anthea Williams (pots)
and Paul Kelly

Apr 6th
st
June 1

Gippsland Sculpture
Exhibition

‘Small Art in SParc’

An 8 weeks sculpture
exhibition held
throughout arc and
Yinnar. Local schools
were also involved
creating ceramic tiles
for pillars, currently
located outside arc.
Exhibition judges were
Colin Suggett and
Catherine Larkins.

A collection of
small art was
submitted by
artists for sale on a
semi revolving
program.

Efrossini Chaniotis won
the interior award for
‘House and Bird’.
Jimmy Nix won the
exterior prize for

Efrossini Chaniotis
‘House and Bird’

Rodney Scherer
‘Ubiquitous Orange
Fascinator -Torn Fascia’

‘I’ve Got This Chicken
Legs”
Kristy Couples (nee Mills)
won the Peoples Choice
for
‘My Zulu’
Sheena Jones

This exhibition was
supported by:
John and Dianne Allen
Alan Glover
ARC Yinnar Gallery
Latrobe Valley Authority
Latrobe City Council

Jimmy Rix
‘I’ve Got This Chicken Legs’

Sharon Anderson
Cyanotype

Kristy Mills ‘My Zulu’
th

June 8
to
July 6th

Jul 13th
To
Aug 10th

‘Winter Journey’
Brian/Lucy Chapman
An exhibition of 24
canvases by Lucy
Chapman inspired by the
24 poems of Schubert's
Winterreise. A
performance was held by
pianist Brian Chapman
and baritone Nathan Lay
performing works by
Franz Shubert.

Lucy Chapman

LRG Emerging Artist Award

Vacant

‘Connecting Threads’
Sarah Saridis
Exploring the connections
between human form
and the spaces we are
within to express
movement and spiritual
currents

Miriam Potts
‘Local
entanglements
with birds’
Traditional print
methods are
combined with
digital media to
create works
exploring human
relationships with
local birds.

Sarah Saridis

Miriam Potts
‘Corella Parrot’

Aug 17th
To
th
Sep 14

Sep 21

st

toOct
26

nd

Cyanotype is a very
early form of
photography used
in building plans as
'blueprints'. Blue
on Blue explores a
creative application
with the placement
of plants, feathers
and domestic
objects using this
direct technique.

‘Cosmic Garden’
Caroline Graley & John
Noordennen.
Specimens of two
unknown species from a
small planet Earth are
discovered and displayed
in an Inter-galactic
museum.
Visitors to the museum
are left to imagine or reimagine the history or is
it herstory of this little
known planet from it’s
birth to it’s death.

Nov 2
To
th
Nov 30

Sharon Anderson
‘Blue on Blue’

‘Carnival’
Kate Zizys, Yvette Atkins,
Amanda Thompson and
Sheena Jones. Labyrinth
guide Christina Rowntree.
‘Carnival’ showcases
multidisciplinary arts and
crafts. The content
stretches the concept to
include a few different
takes on the Carny
perspective including
freaks, science fictions,
witches and hippies.

Jenny Peterson
‘Refresh: Small
works from Park
Rd Studios’
The works on show
include Peterson’s
old and recent
pieces and is to be
something of a
survey show.
Themes will include
botanical,
landscape and
abstract works.

Jenny Peterson

Caroline Graley

‘The Promise’
Pip Nikodenski
Marie Ward
Leon De Montignie
Cinda Haider
Pip and Marie made a
promise to Cinda and
Leon shortly before they
each passed away from
illness. The promise was
that their works will be
exhibited; Cinda and Leon
will be present in spirit.

Sharon Anderson

‘The Promise’
Pip Nikodemski
Marie Ward
Leon De Montignie
Cinda Haider

Leon De Montignie
Cinda Haider

